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65″ EAN: 8592580121180        
75″ EAN: 8592580121197
86″ EAN: 8592580121203

   98″ EAN: 8592580121296*

The BLACK Series was precisely developed for 

educational and business environments, where 

learning,  coaching, and meetings are daily. With an 

interactive panel, you will improve your interaction 

with your teammates, and the joint session will bear 

fruit soon.

The Black Series offers an exceptional interactive 

experience characterized by innovation, seam-

lessness, and reliability. With its user-friendly 

interface and advanced features, the panels aim to 

facilitate effortless collaboration and engagement, 

ensuring easy interaction with varied content and 

applications.

Android 13 / 8 GB & 64/128* GB

Zero Bonding 0 mm Gap

Superior IR Touch / Up to 40-inputs  

Anti-bacterial Pens & Buttons

USB-C PD & Display Port Support

Wi-Fi/Bluetooth Built-in & Hotspot

Split Screen & Picture in Picture 

 OPS PC Slot 

Remote Management (optional)

Sensor Box (optional) 
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The powerful 
interactive flat      
panels with 
Android 13



Air Gap Glass

Panel

Sleek &                         
Modern  
Design

ANDROID 13

The Cortex Quad-Core chipset solution with Android 13 brings unpa-

ralleled performance-increasing computing power, security,  reliability, 

and image processor capability, all in sharp 4K ULTRA HD quality. 

Seamlessly open multiple applications on the screen and multitask 

without hassle.

SPLIT SCREEN          

Function for two independent 

screen parts with different 

Android applications. 

ANTIBACTERIAL FEATURES

The TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat Panel includes specially coated anti-    

reflection glass with antibacterial pens & buttons that kills germs that can 

accumulate on the surface and prevents cross-infection during presentation.

Next  
Generation  
Writing  
Experience
Advanced IR touch technology enables 

responsive touch. ZERO (0) air gap 

between panel and glass, also touch 

accuracy of 1 mm ensures a natural, fluid 

writing experience. Write with different 

colors simultaneously, and erase with 

your palm. Collaborate easily without 

limitations.

Developed purposely                              

for the most demanding users.

With 15mm super-slim bezels, 

minimalistic front I/O selection, 

reduced depth, and executed in 

stunning black, the Interactive 

Flat Panel looks exceptional and 

suits any classroom, boardroom, 

or meeting room.   
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QUICK UNIFIED TOOLBAR

The Interactive Flat Panel’s interface makes navigation simple, with the 

most used functions conveniently located in a single hub. The toolbar can 

be set up with the most frequently used apps and up to 3 tools of your 

choice. 

Record - record your Android screen displaying from any source.

AirClass - a convenient web-based voting system for meetings and classes. 

PICTURE IN PICTURE 

Function to display a window 

from another input (e.g. HDMI).



Powerful Software included 
Android Object Recognition - 
handwriting, object and shape 
recognition.

Collaboration in different colors 
at the same time.

OfficeSuite

Bytello Share

All-in-one Office 
Application

Solution for creating, 

editing, sharing, 

annotating, and signing 

office documents 

including PDF files on 

your IFP unit, enhancing 

productivity, collaboration, 

and workflow efficiency.

TeamViewer QuickSupport

With QuickSupport you receive remote 

technical support for your interactive panel 

whenever you need it. 

The software supports touchscreen functions, and its user interface can adapt to the display size.

Bytello DMS

Bytello Class

Educational Software                                                                                                                                        

Offers a comprehensive suite of tools for creating 

interactive lessons, sharing content with students, 

and facilitating collaboration and engagement in 

the classroom. Its integration with the cloud and 

support for interactive elements make it a valuable 

resource for educators looking to enrich student 

learning experiences.

Wireless Content Sharing Software                                                                                                                                        

Share your screen more effectively and conveniently 

in meetings or lessons, cable-free. Allows smooth 

streaming of audio & video files, mirroring content 

from your favorite device to the Interactive Flat Panel. 

Support without the need to install client apps AirPlay, 

Miracast Chromecast, Windows+K, and much more.

Remote Management Software (optional)                                                                                                                                      

Provides a comprehensive set of management tools and 

features specifically designed to simplify the management 

of IFPs in educational institutions and other campus 

environments. With its cluster management functionality, status 

monitoring, grouping options, remote control capabilities, and 

information bulletin support. 

Bytello DMS enhances efficiency, control, and functionality for administrators overseeing IFPs across the sites.

mozaBook 
CLASSROOM

Includes spectacular 

interactive content, 

built-in skill-developing, 

illustrative and virtual 

lab applications, even 

in 3D, which helps 

stimulate students’ 

interest and boost their 

acquisition of knowledge.

Educational Content Software (pptional) 
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Easy Annotation 

Packed with useful features, the Note 

application brings a powerful solution 

for interactive meetings and classes. 

Note

Powerful Software Included Android

Over 100 thematic applications 

provide a unique way of reviewing and 

deepening acquired knowledge.



USB Type-C

HDMI OUT

Optional 
Accessories

OPS PC and PC PRO

Are excellent optional solutions for extending the 

capabilities of an interactive flat panel (IFP) by 

providing seamless access to Windows OS. Allows 

users to leverage their knowledge of Windows and 

access a wide range of applications and software.

Wi-Fi & Bluetooth Slot

Stands

TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat Panel             

includes a fixed wall mount. However,                   

for those seeking more flexibility and 

mobility, optional Vogel's RISE stands and 

lift systems present an excellent solution.

Speakerphone & 

4K Webcam

Integrating a optional 

13-megapixel web 

camera and a optional 

speakerphone 

with an IFP would 

significantly enhance 

its capabilities for 

video conferencing.

Bottom view

Side view

Wide 
range of 
connectivity

LAN 1000 Mbps 

USB 3.0
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       TRIUMPH BOARD reserves the right to change the product specifications without notice.

Sensor Box for IFP                   
Featuring NFC lock, PIR detection,   

and environmental functions such         

as temperature, humidity, PM 2..5,           

and CO2 monitoring. An optional 

sensor enhances user experience, 

improves environmental monitoring, 

and contributes to a safer and more 

comfortable indoor environment. 


